
#736 The Phony War and the Forgotten War 
 
We are transitioning from The Double Eight (88) Kingdoms of England and America to The 
Phony War and the Forgotten War. 
 
The Phony War – The early time period of World War II 
leading up to Hitler’s May 10, 1940, invasion of Western 
Europe was referred to as the Phony War. [Specifically, we are 
addressing the Phony War because it is historically and 
prophetically related to the double May 10, 1940, events of the 
invasion of Western Europe by Hitler’s Germany and the 
simultaneous rise of Winston Churchill to power in Great 
Britain. We are covering it at this time at the tail end of our 
primary understandings that had to do with Dunkirk and the 
Church-ill, before we stretch too far beyond those topics.]  
 
The Forgotten War – The Korean War (1950-1953) is 
sometimes referred to as the Forgotten War.  

 
 
 
 
We will address both the Phony War and the Forgotten War, 
but here is the Key Understanding for this Unsealing. 
 
Key Understanding: The phony war and the forgotten war. 
In the simplest of terms, the Lord’s overall spiritual 
purpose in ordaining the phrases of “the Phony War” and 
“the Forgotten War” in association with World War II 
and the Korean War, respectively, had/has to do with the 
spiritual war for souls that was hidden in the midst of 
those physical wars for the kingdoms of this world. 
 
Of course, those who do not understand the relevance of the 
Cross vs. the Sword believe that God has had his believers be 

Men of War and wield the sword to build the House of God. That is not the case. 
 

1 Chronicles 28:3 (KJV) But God said unto me [King David], THOU SHALT NOT BUILD 
AN HOUSE FOR MY NAME, BECAUSE THOU HAST BEEN A MAN OF WAR, AND 
HAST SHED BLOOD. 
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